
Lecture  13

review of Exercises 2-11



Exercises 2    Q2



scale y by 2

scale y by 2

translate y by 1

translate y by 1



But note... scaling and translation sometimes do commute.

scale y by 2

scale y by 2
translate x by 1

translate x by 1



Exercises 3    Q1



solution 1:

solution 2:



Variation on the problem: rotate the scene
about the point  (4, 1, -1) and about some axis.



Exercises 3    Q5





We have the equation of a unit
sphere.







Exercises 4  Q2 and Q3



Translation by f gives the situation presented in class.
Note f < 0.



translate by ftranslate by  -f

projection given in lecture
        (to origin)



Q:   What happens if f goes to -infinity ?



A:   orthographic projection

When  f goes to -infinity,    1/f  goes to 0.



Exercises 5  Q2





glFrustum(  left, right,  bottom,  top,  near,  far)

For gluPerspective:

         left  =  - right
         bottom =  - top

(right,  top)

(left, bottom)

These are defined in the plane:   z = -near







Exercises 6   Q2









In the pipeline lecture (7),   I did not mention  "perspective division"
(clip coordinates to normalized device coordinates)  and the
mapping from NDC  to window coordinates.     Be aware that this
mapping does need to be computed before rasterization.



Perspective division also requires six divisions.



Exercises 6   Q4





Exercises 7 -  Q2







Exercises 8  Q6









General idea:   at any time,  there is a queue of
(candidate) bounding volumes still to be expanded.



                     Exercises 9 Q2



C =  S^D

S = 2 C = 6

D = log C / log S  =  log 6 / log 2.   ~  2.58



Exercises 10  Q1



Recall scenario for Catmull-Rom spline :









Exercises 11   Q3

What happens to the mesh when we collapse  AB  to B
and then  BC to C  ?

How many vertices, edges, and faces are lost ?



One vertex and one edge are lost,  but no faces.



One vertex, two edges, and one face are lost.



                 Announcements

Thursday:   midterm

     Last name A-P (Trottier 0100),
     Last name Q-Z (Rutherford Physics 114)

There will be 10 questions,  one from each lecture (2-11).

A2 :  this week for sure

My office hours this week:
    Wednesday (most of afternoon)
    Thursday  AM


